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On the past years I’d worked painting around myths and tales from classic  
literature. Yet my previous works were reinterpretations of scenes or passages 
from different tales. Hence what the images pictured changed but the images 
remained the same.   

This time I tried to flip this conception. I chose pictures and reproduced them 
on a more accurate way. Then I added quotes from the Qu’ran, the Thousand 
and one nights, and also arabian proverbs. What this series picture remains 
equal  to  what  the  original photos did. Yet,  a  new  image,  thanks  to  the  
juxtaposition of picture and text, emerges. 

We shouldn’t forget that when we write we’re drawing sounds. Burroughs 
identified writing as the virus of language. While speaking is an exaltation of 
the body, writing is its  total rejection. I  believe  picturing  is  the virus of the 
image. An image is something abstract, its a concept. An image can exist with 
out a picture, but can a picture change the shape of an image?  
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Since 2012 he has also focused on art theory and research, which has led him 
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